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Full message available at highpoint.church/currentseries

Goal:  
To understand and practice 20/20 abundant Kingdom vision as we 
do all things for God’s glory

GET GOING: 
• What is one (spiritual) tip you would offer those who are struggling 

with fear and anxiety?

• Eric Liddell was a Scottish Olympic Gold medalist. When asked why he 
runs, he said, “God made me fast. And when I run, I feel His pleasure.” 
How do you identify with or have a hard time identifying with this 
quote?

• In what daily activity or area of your life is God calling you to give Him 
glory? Asked another way, in what area of your life is it hardest for you 
to give God glory?

KEEP GROWING 
• How are you encouraged to completely obey Jesus, knowing 

that the probability of Jesus fulfilling only eight out of the 300 
prophecies from the Old Testament is equivalent to: “…covering 
the state of Texas with silver dollars two feet deep, putting an X 
on one of them, blindfolding a person, and telling them to find 
the one single individual coin” (Peter Stone).

• “When it comes to obedience, we must do what is asked, when 
it is asked, with a good attitude.” Which part of this quote is 
hardest for you to live out?

• Read Mark 11:1-4. What question(s) would you have asked Jesus 
before you went into the village (v5)? How do you allow fear or 
rejection to dictate your obedience right now? What has helped 
you push through fear and rejection in the past?

GROWTH 
G U I D E
FOR YOU. YOUR FAMILY. YOUR GROUP.

GROWTH
G U I D E

http://highpoint.church/currentseries


• Read Matthew 4:18-20. Based on this weekend, what do you 
need to surrender the most to God right now?

• fear and anxiety
• your job/finances
• your reputation
• an unhealthy relationship
• your family/marriage/singleness
• shame/guilt/sin/past
•  praise/thanksgiving
• something else

• In Mark 11:11, Jesus prioritized intimate fellowship. Who is one 
person from our church that you will commit to reaching out to 
this week, to not only check in, but to share a scripture and pray 
with?

• Bold witness looks different in unprecedented times  
(Luke 19:39-40). Which Easter Online Challenge will you choose 
to engage in?

1. Pray specifically for the gospel to be proclaimed over the 
Internet, and that many would respond to the peace and the 
hope of Christ. 

2. Share strategically by promoting the Good Friday and Easter 
services on all your social media platforms.

3. Invite personally, some family members or friends to attend 
one of the online services with you.

4. Gather expectantly with an attitude of anticipation that God 
is going to move as you engage and participate (via prayer, 
online chat, inviting someone to the service, etc)

5. Serve selflessly (our neighbors, our church, and the 
unchurched)

Memory Verse: 
“So, whether you eat or drink, or whatever you do, do all to the glory 
of God.” (1 Cor. 10:31).


